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Abstract 
Since the famous book of Eilenberg and Steenrod (1952) it is well known that a homology 
theory on the category of pairs of linite triangulable spaces and continuous maps is determined 
by four simple axioms. 
In 1988 Dawson showed that in the much smaller category of pairs of finite simplicial com- 
plexes and simplicial maps one can replace this system of axioms by a simpler one, i.e., by 
replacing the dimension axiom and omitting the homotopy axiom. 
In this paper I will show that it is also possible to do the same on the bigger category which 
was dealt with by Eilenberg and Steemod. My proof uses ideas of Dawson, but it is easier. The 
second theorem shows that the homotopy axiom is nearly redundant. @ 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 55N40 
Let TOP be the well-known category of topological spaces and continuous maps. 
TOP2 is the category of topological pairs. Define a functor R: TOP2 + TOP2, 
R[(X,A) f, (Y,B)] := [(A, 8) f’A + (B,0)]. Let SC be the category of finite geometric 
simplicial complexes with simplicial maps as morphisms, let SC2 be the category of 
pairs (K,L) of finite geometric simplicial complexes, i.e., L is a subcomplex of K. Let 
POL be the category of polyhedrons: 
Ob(POL) := {X E Ob(TOP) 1 3K E Ob(SC) with X N( K I} 
(this means that there is a homeomorphism from X to the underlying topological space 
of K). These objects are called polyhedrons or finite triangulable spaces. 
Mor(POL) := {f : X + Y 1 f continuous}. 
Hence, POL is a full subcategory of TOP2. 
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There is a corresponding category POL2 with pairs (X,A) as objects whenever there 
is a pair (K,L) E 0b(SC2) with a homeomorphism 
POL2 is a full subcategory of TOP2. 
A homology theory on TOP2 or on a subcategory X2 of TOP2 is a pair (H, a) := 
(H,, &)nE~ with the following properties: For all R E Z,H,, is a functor from TOP2 
or X2 to AB, the category of abelian groups; and 8, is a natural transformation from 
H, to H,_l o R. It is common usage to denote H,,(f) of a map f by f# and omit f# 
if f is an embedding. Eilenberg and Steenrod proved in [l] that a homology theory 
(68) := (K,&kz on the category POL2 is determined (up to isomorphisms) by 
their famous four axioms, namely, 
Axiom 1 (Exactness axiom). If (X,A) E 0b(POL2) there is an exact sequence 
. . . - H,+,(X,A) 9 H,,(A) -H,(X) - H,(X,A) A K-l(A) - .. 
Axiom 2 (Excision axiom). If (X,A), (J&B) E 0b(POL2) with int(A) U int(B) = X 
and (A,A n B) E 0b(POL2), then the embedding (A,A n B) c) (X,B) yields Vn E Z 
isomorphisms 
H,(A,A n B) 5 H,(X,B) 
Axiom 3 (Homotopy axionz). If f, g : (X,A) - (Y,B), f, g continuous with f N g 
(i.e. f homotopic to g) then fg = g#. 
Axiom 4 (Dimension axiom). If {p} is a one-point space, then the homology groups 
are trivial for all n # 0, and Ho({p}) N Z. 
I will now show that there is an equivalent but apparently weaker system of axioms. 
Consider 
Axiom 4+. Let q E N, let S be any q-dimensional simplex. Then the homology groups 
are trivial for all n # 0 and Ho(S) N Z. 
Axiom 2a. If (K,A),(K,B) E 0b(SC2) with IA] U IBI=jKI, then the embedding (IAl, 
IA] n ll?[) c--f (IKI,lBl) yields ‘dn E Z an isomotphism 
fhWI,l~l n lBl> -=+HnWI,l~I) 
Let me define two systems of axioms: 
AXSET 1 := {Axiom 1, Axiom 2,Axiom 3,Axiom 4} 
(the Eilenberg - Steenrod axioms); 
AXSET 2 := {Axiom 1, Axiom 2a, Axiom 4’). 
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In 1988 Dawson [2] proved that these two systems of axioms are equivalent on the 
category SC2. I will show that this also holds in POL2. 
Theorem 1. Let (H,a) be a homology theory on POL2. Then 
(H,d) satisjies AXSET 1 * (H,d) satisfies AXSET 2. 
“==+“: This is obvious, because any simplex is homotopy-equivalent to a one-point 
space, Axiom 4+ then follows directly from the homotopy axiom and the dimension 
axiom, and the excision axiom and the homotopy axiom imply Axiom 2a; see [ 1, 
p. 761. 
“+===“: Axioms 1 and 4 are obvious. 
On POL2, Axiom 2a implies Axiom 2; see [l, p. 771. 
The difficult part is to verify the homotopy axiom. First consider the case of two 
maps s, t : (X, 0) -+ (Y, 0); s, t E Mor(POL2) with s N t. Let me now prove that SR = 
t#. As X, Y E Ob(POL) there are K, L E Ob(SC) and homeomorphisms X2 1 K / and 
YAILI.Define4:=josok-‘, $:=jotok-‘,thuss=j-‘o4ok, t=j-‘o$ok. 
It suffices to show that r#~ = $8. As s N t we have 4 N $. To prove this case it 
suffices to show that by fixing f, g : I K j --+ IL I continuous, K, L E Ob(SC) with f - g, 
then f# = g#. f N g means there is a continuous map H : 1 K I x I - I L 1 and maps 
ec,ei: IK l-+lKl xZ,eo(x) := (x,O),el(x) := (x, 1) with f = Hoeo, g = Hoel. Hence, 
it suffices to show that (ea)# = (ei)#. 
Lemma 1. For any homology theory on POL2 we have 
VX E Ob(POL): (ea)# = (ei)# u VX E Ob(POL): (eo)g is an isomorphism. 
Proof. “t”: Let (es)8 be an isomorphism. Because s : X x Z + X x I;s(x, t) := 
(x, 1 -t) is a homeomorphism in TOP, s# is an isomorphism in AB. As ei = s o eo, (ei )# 
is also an isomorphism. Let p : X x Z -X,p(x,t):=x; then idx = poeo = poel. 
Thus, (eo)# = (P#)-’ = (elk 
“4”: Let X E Ob(POL). As idx = p o eo, (eo)g is a right inverse. Now let ~0, 
ql :XxZ~)X~Z~Z,~~(x,t):=(x,t,O),rf~(x,t):=(x,t,l). Let &:XxZxZ+ 
X x Z,J(x, t,s) := (x, t(1 - s)). So A? o ~0 = idxxr and 4? o ~1 = eo o p. In the next 
section it will be shown that for all X E Ob(POL), X x Z E Ob(POL). Hence, by 
assumption, (vo)# = (yi)#, and (ea)r is also the left inverse of pg. 0 
It remains to be shown that es : I K I-+ K I x Z yields an isomorphism in homology. 
This can be proved by decomposing the morphism (eo)# into a finite number of group 
morphisms, each of them being an isomorphism. Remember that K E Ob(SC). Thus 
there is an r E N and there are simplexes Si with K = {SO, Sl, . . . , S,.}. 
It is rather simple to show that I K I x Z is also a polyhedron: First let there be a 
q-simplex S E K with I K I= S = [uo,ul,. . . ,u,]; S c W. Let [w” c Rnfl, so for j = 
O,..*,q, Vj = (Xj,l~Xj,2~~~~~Xj,n~ 0) is an n+ 1 vector. Define a vertex set and simplexes: 
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for all j = 0,. . . , 4, Wj := (Xj,l,Xj,Z,~~~,Xj,n, 1) and the simplex Tj := [WO, WI,. . . ,wj, 
Vj, Vji-19 * * * 9 vq]. It is then easy to prove that 
(1) Tj is a simplex; 
(2) the set {To, T,, . . . , T,} together with all faces is a simplicial complex; 
(3) IJ;==,Tj = S X I. 
The more difficult case that 1 K 1 is not its biggest simplex is treated in a similar 
way: 1 K 1 x Z = lJL=s(Si x Z), and for every q-simplex S; the set Si x Z is triangulated 
as above into q+l simplexes c,j of dimension q+l. Then I K I x Z = U~J+l~~~s, c,j, 
and it can be proved that the set {Ti,j I i = 0,. . . , r;j = 0,. . . , dim&} togethe 
5 
with all 
their faces is a triangulation of I K I x I. Refer to [2] for a graphical demonst ation. 
Now I will decompose the map eo : I K I-+ K I x Z, es(x) := (x, 0). Let the set K = 
{SO,Sl,..., S,} be ordered by the dimensions of the simplexes. Let K-1 := K, and for 
i=O ,..., r, Ki I= Ki-1 U {z,o,Ti,l,..., Ti,did,} together with all their faces. Hence, 
IKiI=IKi-1IU(Si~Z),thusIK,I=IKI~Z.Letfori=O,...,r:gi:IKi_ll~lKiIbethe 
canonical injection; thus, I K I=1 K-1 le,1 KO ICI K1 Ie . . . “&‘I K,_1 151 K, I=[ K I x Z 
withea=(grogr-io...ogiogs). 
It remains to be shown that every (gi)# is an isomorphism. 
First define a “fencing” of a simplex. Let S = [as, al,. . . , u4] be a q-simplex, then 
Fs :=(SX {O})UU~=o([ao,ai,..., Ui_l,Ui+l,...,Ug] XI); SO FsCS XI. 
Lemma 2. For any q-simplex S the embedding Fs I S x Z is a section in TOP, i.e., 
thereisumupSxZ&Fs with yoi=idFs. 
Lemma 3. For any q-simplex S there is a homeomorphism from Fs to S. 
Proof of Lemma 2. 
Let S be any q-simplex, and let p be a homeomorphism from S to 04 := {x E [wq I 
I Ix I I 5 1). This map p induces homeomorphisms pi, p2 from S x Z to 04 x I, and from 
Fs to Fo4 := (04 x (0)) u (9-l x I). 
Consider the commutative diagram of maps: 
Fs 
i 
k sxz 
Y 
) Fs 
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Let h : 04 x Z -+ Iwq +‘, h(x, t) := (( 1 + t)x, t), and p : h(D x I) + h(D x Z), p(( 1 + 
t)x,t) := ((1 +t)qO) if llx/lL l/l +t and ~((1 +t)x,t> := ((1 +t)x,(l +t) llxll -1) 
if l/l+tllIxl/<l. ThemapDqxZ 5 h(Dq x Z) is a homeomorphism. Let 6 := 
h-‘opoh, then 6oil = idF, holds. With y := (~2)~’ o 6 o pr the diagram commutes, 
and the Lemma has been proved. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3. 
II+\/+ + 
It remains to be shown that Fm is homeomorphic to 04. Let FW 5 h(FD) -% 
204 x (0) 104, where 204 := {x E KY I I Ix / I 5 2}, h is the map defined above and, 
for all (x, t) E Fos, let u o h&t) = u(( 1 + t)x,t> := ((1 + t)x,O) and w(y,O) := iv. 
Then h, u, w are homeomorphisms: for h and w this is obvious. Let u-l : 204 x (0) + 
h(FD,),u-’ (y,O) := (y,O) if llvlll 1 and u-‘(~0) := (v,Il~ll -1) if 1 Illvll<2. 
Thus, w o u o h yields a homeomorphism. 0 
Corollary. For all n E Z, q E N and q-simplexes S, H,(S) y f&Q’s). 
Let us now consider the two complexes Z&t and & x I; let G :=IKi_t I n (Si x Z). 
There is the following commutative diagram of subspaces: 
(G, 0) - (IK,_~I,~) - (I~,-,W) 
WI I si 1 B I 
(SXZ, 0) - (lKilvO) B (I$19 sxz) 
The embedding /I is an excision; thus, because of the axioms, /?# is an isomorphism 
and the diagram commutes in AB: 
. . . + Hn+,(IKi-,I,G) A H,(G) - Hn(IKi-,I) ---tH,(IKi_,I,G) --fL *a* 
B, 5% 
1 
+ 
.a. --+Hn+,(IKjI,SxZ) H,,(~KJ> + H,(Kil,SxZ) & . . . 
The rows are exact because of the exactness axiom. 
To prove that (gi)# is an isomorphism use the 5-Lemma; it suffices to show that c(g 
is an isomorphism. 
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Si is a q-simplex. Let T be a real face of Si. Remember that the set K = {So,&, . . . , 
Sr} should be ordered by the dimensions of the simplexes. Thus, there is a j < i with 
T = Sj and Sj x I E Ki_1. SO 1 Ki_1 / n (Si x I) = Fs,, and because of Lemma 3 
ZZn( 1 Ki-1 ) n (Si x I)) Y h for 12 = 0 and is trivial for rr # 0. 
By Lemma 2 there is an Si x I A Fs, with y o CI = idq. For every q-simplex S 
there is a (q + 1 )-simplex T with S x Z 21 T; thus, because of Axiom 4+, all of the 
spaces Si,Fs, and (Si x I) have the same homology groups. 
Hence, for rr = 0, 
This is only possible with an isomorphism c(g. For IZ # 0 all groups are trivial, thus all 
a# are isomorphisms, thus all (qi)# are isomotphisms, and thus (eo)# is an isomorphism, 
and thus the homotopy axiom holds for two homotopic maps f, g : (X, 0) --f (Y, 0). 
To prove this for f, g : (X, A) + (Y, B) show that es : (X, A) L, (X x I, A x I) yields 
an isomorphism (ea)l by using the two exact sequences for (X,A) and (X x Z,A x Z) 
and the 5-Lemma; this finishes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
There is an easy way to generalize the result of Theorem 1. In the given proof I 
use one important property of the group Z : Zs(Z $ Z 3 Z) = idz, then f is already 
an isomorphism. Define the “quasifinite abelian groups” [3]: 
9fAB := {A E Ob(AB) 1 (A f, A 3 A) = idA, thenf is an isomorphism}. 
Many abelian groups belong to this class, for example all finitely generated ones, or 
for all n E N : Cl”; but not [w. Let 
Axiom 4a := For the one point space {p} holds V’n E z! : If&(p)) E Sfm. 
Axiom 4a+ := For all q E N for all q-simplexes S holds Vn E Z : H,(S) E _C?fm. 
AXSET 3 := {Axiom 1, Axiom 2, Axiom 3, Axiom 4a) 
AXSET 4 := {Axiom 1, Axiom 2a, Axiom 4a+} 
Theorem 2. Let (H,a) a homology theory on POL2. Then one has 
(H,a) satisjes AXSET 3 u (H, a) satisfies AXSET 4. 
Proof. 
“a”: As in Theorem 1. 
“t”: Use the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let (H,a) be a homology theory satisfying AXSET 4. 6: For all n E Z, 
q E N and for all q-simplexes S: H,,({p}) 5 H,,(S). 
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows by induction on the dimension of the sim- 
plexes. Assume the lemma holds for all r-simplexes with 0 5 r 5 q. Let S := 
[uo, 01 , . . . , uq,uq+l] be a (q+l)-simplex, let b := ~(uo+vl), let Tl := [b,ul,uz ,...,q+1L 
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T2 := [u-j, b, v2 , . . . ,u,+l]. Then Tl, TZ and T := Tl rl T2 = [b, uz,. . . ,uq+l] are simplexes, 
and T, UT, ==S. 
DO b Vl 
There is a commutative diagram of embeddings in POL2: 
CT,01 ’ V’,,B) + (T,J7 
P I v 4 
CT;, 0) + G, 0) ) (S,T,) 
This yields a commutative diagram in AB: 
a II+1 . . . ) K(T)- KV,) - fW,,T) A &,-,(T) _$ . . . 
. . . WT,) - fW) - &(S,T,) ‘-,H,-,(T,) * ... 
with exact rows. As 5 is an excision, 4;~ is an isomorphism. The map T1 & S is a 
section: let p : S + Tl, where PIT, := Ida, and plT2 is constructed from the simplicial 
map m : Vert(T2) + Vert(T),m(uo) :== b,m(a) := a otherwise, and piT2 being the 
continuous extension of the map m. Thus, plr, and plr, agree on T and p o v = idT, . 
Both S and TI are simplexes of dimension q + 1. Hence, for all n E h : H,(S) N_ 
H,( TI ) E -Zf AB; thus, v# is an isomorphism. Thus, PL# is also an isomorphism, thus, 
for all n E Z : I&((p)) N H,(T) ‘v H,(T2); this completes the proof of Lemma 4. 0 
To prove Theorem 2, the reader only has to replace group Z by groups F&((p)) in 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
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